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Presentation TopicsEntertaining clients WHAT IS IMPORTANT

WHEN⋯?ENTERTAINING CLIENTS l TYPES OF ACTIVITIESl

COST Types of Activities:Entertaining client is done by way of a

series of activities. Such as a sightseeing tour, a football match, a

ballroom party, an orchestra performance, a ballet show, a fashion

show, playing tennis and a formal meal, etc. The activities that you

choose will constitute a part of the first impression that you will give

to your clients. So you should be careful when choosing the type of

activities. You need to consider the client’s age, educational and

cultural backgrounds and do some research about your clients’

characters and hobbies.For well-educated clients, they may expect

some high class-associated activities, such as ballet, ballroom parties,

and orchestra performances. If you fulfill their expectation/standard,

your efforts will put a lot of weight on your credibility. For some

young clients, you may wish to take them to some more fashionable

activities, such as a music bar, a pop music show, a fashion show.For

those sporty clients-football, tennisHowever, you should always end

up all kind of activities with having a formal meal. You don’t want

to talk about business with your clients in the tennis court or theatre.

they are just the warming-up activities for the key matter-business.

After a whole day or a few days’ entertainment, you may find the

distance between the two sides are much narrower than the



beginning, and there might be a lot of things that you both want to

talk about. The costs of entertainment Not always the essential thing.

Depending on the nature/characteristics of the transaction or the size

of the deal.Should consider the profit issue. If the company is

expecting to make big gain/profits out of a specific client, it should at

least put in proportional investment to entertain/please its clients.

E.g.⋯.If the company foresees that the client is not very lucrative,

then⋯.The ideal plan would be spending as little money as possible

to get the deal done. But you must not offend your clients. You

should make them feel being welcomed. Complaint handling

WHAT IS IMPORTANT WHEN⋯? DEALING WITH

COMPLAINTS FROM CLIENTS l OFFERING AN APOLOGYl

SUGGESTING A SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM Offering an

apology is the very basic level. When the clients think that they have

received unfair treatments, the first thing that the company should

do is to calm them down and try to keep the client. An apology is the

first step and a useful method to maintain control of the

situation.Offering an apology is an important gesture to show that

the hosting company is fully aware of the situation and would like to

take the potential responsibility for its mistakes. The complaining

clients would feel that their complaints are being paid attention and

may therefore be happy to proceed to the transaction with the

hosting company.It is necessary to suggest a solution to the problem

as well.The clients want to enter into the transaction in a good mood

and with a reliable and trustworthy business partner. Apart from an

apology, the client would want to have the problems and



misunderstanding solved before their communication moves to the

next level. If the hosting company failed or refused to suggest a

solution, its sincerity of entering into the transaction would be put
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